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—“that thy way may be known upon earth,

thy

saving health among all nations."

GAMBIER? OHIO, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1833

VOL.. IV.

REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOP.
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.

GRACE.
BY MISS CAROLINE FRY.

Grace does not steel the faithful heart,
That it should know ho ill;
We learn to kiss the chastening rod,
And feel its sharpness still.
The saint may be compell’d to meet
Misfortune’s saddest blow;
His bosom is alive, to feel
The keenest pang of wo.

But ever as the wound is given,
There is a hand unseen,
Masting to wipe away the scar,
And hide where it. has been.

The Christian would not have his lot
Be other than it is;
Tor while his Father rules the world,
He knows that world is his.

He knows that He who gave the best,
Will give him all beside;
Assured each seeming good he asks
Is evil, if denied.
When storms of sorrow gather round,
Ilia bosom knows no fear;
He knows, whate’er his portion be,
His God will still be there.

And when the threaten’d storm has burst,
Whate’er the trial be,
Something yet whispers him within,
“Be still, for it is He!”
Poor nature, ever weak, will shrink
From the afflictive stroke;
But faith disclaims the hasty ’plaint
Impatient nature spoke.

His grateful bosom quickly learns
Its sorrows to disown;
Yields to his pleasure, and forgets
The choice was net his own.

[ Churchman.

MISSIONARY.
From the Presbyterian.

THE BASLE LETTER.
The students of tie Basle Missionary Institute nave sent a
letter to the students of the Theological Seminary at Gettys
burg, dated April 12th, 1833. We make the following ex

tracts :
THE SIISSIONAllY INSTITUTE.

It would be a work of supererogation, were we
to tell you of the rise and gradual progress of our
institution since the year 1816, because you may
obtain that information from any modern work on
missions, and particularly from the Missionary Ma
gazine of our Society. We have to consider it a
special favor from the Lord, that he has hitherto
preserved the lives of almost all those excellent
men, who from the commencement, have taken a
deep interest in the welfare of our institution, and
who continue with Christian love and zeal to direct
the concerns of the word, which the Lord has giv
en into their hands, and that he grants them strength
and courage, in performing the yearly increasing
arduous duties of their office, and to labor for the
extension of the Redeemer’s kingdom, while it is
called to-day. Among the ten members of the
executive committee, who in rank, occupation, and
personal character, belong to the first and most in
fluential men of the city of Basle, you will pro
bably know our excellent inspector Mag. Blumhardt, from his numerous publications on Mission-

ary subjects, as a man whom God las endowed
with peculiar gifts for his holy work, n which, and
for which he lives. At present there Ire forty-four
students in the Seminary. Ninety-tvo students of
our institution have entered the Missionary field,
after the completion of their preparitory course,
of whom sixty-two are still living an! actively en
gaged, thirty have departed this lifeiten of whom
in Liberia. Our society has at present but one
Missionary Station at Schushi, in Southern Russia;
that for Liberia, has been given up, st least for the
present, on account, of the great sacrifice of lives.
As our society is connected with thi Church Mis
sionary Society in England, several students of our
Missionary School goyearly to that ountry whence
they are sent after a short preparalion, as labor
ers into the distant and extensive Heathen world.

NO. 10.

and love, is and has been all the world over, Mis'
sionary of the cross.— Christian Spectator.
BIOGRAPHY.
WILBERFORCE.
[concluded.]

Bitter experience has since proved how little ei
ther talents or eloquence, zeal or public estima
tion, have Io do with the success of public mea
sures that have no better foundation than human
ity and justice, even when backed by popular opin
ion. Mr. Wilberforce rightly calculated on the
superior influence of ministerial power. The Bill,
under the auspices of Government, passed the
Lower House by a majority of 114 to 15; and
through the efforts of Lord Grenville, was at length
triumphant in the Lords. But the triumph was
fairly given to Mr. Wilberforce. He was hailed
UNITARIAN MISSION
What would a Greenlander or a Hottentot say with enthusiastic acclamations on re-entering the
to the speculations of Priestly, or of Dr. Channing? House after his success; and the country re-echo
Let us figure to ourselves preachers of this stamp ed the applause from shore to shore. In the fol
going to exhibit their refinements, tl eir taste, their lowing year his return for Yorkshire, which coun
sentimentality, to a tribe of Esquimaux or a horde of ty he had represented in several successive Parlia
wandering Tartars; going to preachto them about ments, was warmly contested; but such was the
the perfectability and dignity of human nature, the ardour with which the friends of humanity espous
pure and holy aspirations of the soul, the innocency ed his interest, that their subscriptions far exceed
of unbelief, the mere human character of Jesus ed the expense of his election, although more than
Christ, the absurdity of an atonement, the needless £100,000. We do not recollect the exact sum;
ness of a mediator between God and Tiani. Would hut we believe that money to more than double
such a system touch the heart? The thought is a that amount was subscribed.
He remained in Parliament tor many years, un
monstrous absurdity. There is nothing in it that can
stir the soul in the least degree, or strike a solitary til he was nearly the father of the House. About
chord in the recesses of man's spiritual being, or the year 1825 he retired altogether into domestic
have any other effect whatever than an iceberg, or iife, his increasing infirmities having latterly oblig
a continent of icebergs, would have upon oqr whole ed him to relieve himself from the heavy burthen
atmosphere, should it move down from the polar of the county business, by accepting a scat for the
seas, and take up its station along our coast, to re borough of Braraber, then in the nomination of
main there moored for centuries! If this freezing, Lord Calthorpe.
The general bias of his politics was towards the
desolate negation of godliness be true Christianity,
the sovereign, vaunted remedy for infidelity, why Tories; but a man more free from servile attach
do not its adherents try it for the conversion of ment to his party was never found in Parliament.
the World, and prove its truth by its powerful ef Though the intimate friend and constant support
fects? If this is the power of God unto salvation, er of Mr. Pitt, he never accepted or solicited ei
why do* they not obey the command of Christ, ther place or honour. We doubt if he ever asked
and go into all the world to preach this gospel to a favour for himself, though he never refused his
every creature? Why leave the evangelization of influence to support the applications of men who
the world to be effected by the preaching of that possessed fair claims on public justice. Few mem
very doctrine, and that very system of doctrines, bers attended with more assiduity in their places
which they cast out as absurb and even ridiculous, in Parliament. Though his frame was always
—a libel upon God’s character? If they have a weak, and his health indifferent, he rarely absented
better way of exhibiting God’s character, a moral himself from public duty: he had, indeed, a high
talisman of mightier energy than the exhibition of er motive to its discharge than most men. Though
Jesus Christ and him crucified; above all, if they more destitute of self-importance than most men,
deem the doctrine of atonement, and the truths he was sensible that he had gradually risen to a
that shine in its light, a perversion of the Bible, and peculiar responsibility, which there were few, if
the fictions of gloomy men, befit upon reducing any, to share with him. He was regarded by the
the world to spiritual bondage,—why, in the name religious world, as the protector, in the Lower
of all that concerns man’s best interests, do they i House, of public morals and religious rights. He
not send to the perishing, imploring nations, their I was justly conscious that this was the highest trust
own liberal Christianity, this last, best gift I confided to his care, and he was vigilant in proporof Heaven to man, and let us behold it working i tion. He was never to be found sleeping when any
its wonders of regenerating mercy on our ruined question trenching on public decorum, or the in
race? Ah, liberal minded men! your own expe terests of religion, came before the legislature.—
rience has taught you that the spirit of a Mission We believe that this high motive impelled him to
ary forms no part or principle of your system; or a more frequent attendance than consisted with his
of any system, that does not bear written all over physical strength. In bis later years he often avail
it, the loved and adored name of Jesus Christ and ed himself of the too frequent opportunity given
him crucified, and that does not breathe through by a heavy speaker, to indulge himself with art hour s
out, the memory of the Lamb of God, that “tak- sleep in the back seats under the galleries; and
eth away the sin of the world.’ A Missionary’s this indulgence was cheerfully and respectfully con-?
peculiar emphatic designation, his title of honor ceded by the House.
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GAJ1UER OBSERVER.

one of the brightest ornameuts of her sex, but a
To have disturbed the slumber of Mr. W. would ! occasion tht he received the sacrament in a Disthe benefactress of her species.
have been, with one consent, scouted as a breach ( senting chael: a gentleman had expresset some
ot privilege, for which no ordinary apology could doubts ot te circumstance, and Mr.
1 er orc„
RELIGIOUS.
have atoned.
' was asked itthe report was true. “ Yes, my dear,
We have scarcely reserved time or space for a he answerer in a tone that intimated &uiprise, is
A MARTYR.
few particulars of his private habits. lie married ■’ it not the Ciurch of God/
Mr. Ellis in his “Polynesian Researches” gives the follow
Miss Barbara Spooner, the daughter of an opuIn personMr. Wilberforce was not calculated to ing affecting narrative of the martyrdom of a Christian na
lent banker, at Birmingham, in the year 1797. We : excite atterion; but, when his countenance was tive of the Georgia Islands. It was related to him bv Mr
believe that it was about this time that he publish- j animated b conversation, the expression of the Nott.—Presbyterian.
A fine intelligent young man, on becoming a
cd his celebrated work on Christianity. It was his j features wa very striking. An admirable likeness
only work on religious or miscellaneous subjects;! of him, thoigh inferior as a work of art, was late- disciple of Christ and a public worshipper of Jebut it procured for him great celebrity, not less for ly painted fir Sir Robert Inglis by an artist of the hovali, was ridiculed by his family; this proving
the elegance of its style, than the sterling value of ' name of Rchmond. It appeared in the late ex ineffectual, flattering promises were made of tenu
poral advantage if he would again unite with those
its principles. It has passed through many editions, j hibition.
and is now a standard book in every library. For
His remans was interred close to those of Pitt who had been his former associates in idol-worship;
some years after his marriage, he resided at Bloom- and Canning It was not less honorable to the age these he also declined. He then was threatened with
field House, on Clapham Common, except during j than to hisnemory, to witness men of every rank, all their weight of vengeance; and still remaining
the Session, when he was generally at his town re- and every jarty, joining together to pay the last firm to his determination, lie was banished from his
sidence in Old Palace Yard.
tribute of lomage to a man whose title to public father’s house, and forced to leave the neighbor
He removed from Clapham to Kensington Gore, gratitude wis exclusively founded upon his private hood. Not satisfied with this, that rage and ma
lignant hatred of Christianity which is gendered
where he lived many years. 'For a short time, be worth and usinterested services to mankind.
O! may f die the death of the righteous, and by ignorance and idolatry, and cherished by Sa
occupied another house at Brompton; but, on leav
tanic infatuation,pursued him still. A heathen cere
public life, we think about the year 1825, he may my las end be like liis!
ing publ
mony was at hand, for which a human victim was
purchased an estate at Highwood-hill., about two ;
required; and this young man was selected by his
miles from Barnet, where he remained till within
MRS. HANNAH MORE.
persecutors, because lie professed to be a worship
two years of his death. Ilis lady and his four sons
This venorally lady has soon followed her friend the late Mr.
have survived him. His eldest daughter died un , Wilberforce totho grave, in a good old age, leaving to friends per of the true God. A more acccptible sacrifice
married four years ago Ilis Other daughter mar- I of the Rcdeerrer a rich legacy in her writings, and one no less they thought they could not offer, as the revenge
ried the Rev J. James, and died within twelve ) precious, in the oveliness, purity add elevation above the world, they should thereby wreak upon him would not onmonths of her marriage. Her loss deeply affect- ; <>f her Christie character and example. The following n°unoti- ly gratify their own insatiate malice, but be so ac
ed the VC lerable parent; but faithful to tiiat God I ctiS ar« <rom L.ndon papers.-^. Rec.
ceptable to the gods whom he had rejected, as cer
who mid never failed him throughout his arduous ;
Died on tie 7th of September, at her residence tainly to render them propitious. It is probable
life, the morning of her decease found him in his; in Windsor-ierraee, Clifton, in the 88th year of they also expected, by their summary vengeance,
usual seat at Church, seeking at the altar that her age, aftei a painful and protracted illness, Mrs. to deter others from following his example. On
peace which the world cannot give. Mrs. James: Hannah Mors. Few persons have enjoyed a high- the evening of the day preceding that on which
inherited too much of her father’s beautiful mind ; er degree of public esteem and veneration than the ceremony was to take place, the young man as
not to leave a wound in the parent's heart which ' this excelleit and distinguished lady. Early in his custom was, had retired to the brow of a hill that
never healed during the short time that he surviv-! life, she attracted general notice by a brilliant dis- overlooked the valley where he dwelt; and there,
ed her.
play of literiry talent, and was honored with the seated beneath the embowering shade of an ele
We dare not presume to describe the character I intimate acquaintance of Johnson and Burke, of gant clump of trees, was absorbed in meditation,
of this illustrious servant of God. Nor is it ne- Reynolds aril Garrick, and of many other highly previous to offering up his evening supplications
cessary: everyone among us, high or low, rich or | eminent individuals who equally appreciated her to his God. While thus engaged, his seclusion
poor, has been more or less familiar with his vir- j amiable qualities and superior intellect. But, un- was invaded and his solitude disturbed by the ap
tues; for in private or public, the man was still the ; der a deep conviction that to live to the glory of pearance of a band, similar, in some respects, to
same. He had formed a little paradise around him, God, and lo the good of our fellow creatures, is that which broke in upon the Saviour’s retirement
and it attended him wherever he went. Tender-- : the great dbject of human existence, and the on- in Gelhsemane. A number of the servants of the
ness, affectionate sympathy tor the least want or ly one whim can bring peace at. the last, she quit- priests and chiefs approached the young man, ai/d
suffering of his neighbor, yet a benevolence so ex ted in the prime of her days the bright circles of told him that the king had arrived, and w ishing to
panded that every man seemed his neighbor, char fashion and literature, and retiring into the neigh see him had sent them to invite him down. He
acterised him at home or abroad. He was happy borhood of Bristol, devoted herself to a life of ac knew of the approaching ceremony, that a human
in himself, for he wished and he sought the happi tive Christian benevolence, and to the composition sacrifice was then to be offered; and he no sooner
ness of ail around him. The protection of the ne- j of various works, having for their object the reli saw them advancing to his retreat, than a sudden
gro was only an emanation from that principle of’1 gious improvement of mankind. Her practical thought like a flash of lightning, darted through
love which seemed to govern every action, every conduct beautifully exemplified the moral energy liis mind, intimating that he was to be the victim.
thought • a brighter corruscationof that light, which of her Christian principles. She was, the delight He received it as a premonition of his doom; and
radiated in all directions, and spread warmth and of a widely extended sphere of friends, whom she in reply to this request, told them, calmly, that he
comfort on all within its rays. lie lived for others; charmed by her mental powers, edified by her ex did not think the king had arrived, and that there
he died for himself, to enjoy in all its fulness the ample, and knit closely to her in affection by the fore, it was unnecessary for him to go down. They
heaven which he had endeavored to realise on earth, warmth and constancy of her friendship. She liv then told him that the priesq or some ot his friends
by following tlie footsteps of that Saviour on whose ed and walked in an atmosphere of love, and it wished to see him, and agdin invited him to de
atonement, he entirely rested for salvation.
was her delight to do good; the poor for many scend.—“Why,” said he, “tin you thus seek to de
In his domestic life, Mr. Wilberforce was play miles round her felt the influence of her unceasing ceive me? The priests or friends may wish to see
ful and animated to a degree which few would benevolence, and her numerous schools' attested me, but.it is under very different'circumstancesfrom
have supposed, who had been accustomed to re her zeal for the improvement and edification of what your message would imply; I knowaceremo
gard him only as the leader of the religions world. the rising generation. In these works of faith and ny approaches that a human victin. is then to be of
He was extremely fond of children, and would charity, she was aided for a long course of years fered—something within me tells me I am to be that
enter into their gambols with thegaity of a school by the concurring efforts of four sisters who lived victim, and your appearance and your message con
boy. We need scarcely add, that he was the idol with her, and regarded her with mingling feelings firms my conviction. Jesus Christ is my keeper
of his own. Their veneration, their filial attach of admiration and affection, and towards whom her —without his permission you cannot aurtme; you
ment bordered on enthusiasm; their hourly atten conduct was ever marked by the kindest and most may he permitted to kill my body, but I am not
dance on his wants, resembled the maternal anx endearing consideration. It was truly a sisterhood afraid to die! My soul you cannot hart; that is
iety of a widowed parent for an only child. Mr. animated by all the social and hospitable virtues.— safe in the hands of Jesus Christ, by w'som it will
Wilberforce was particularly happy in conversa Mrs. Hannah More’s last illness was accompanied be kept beyond your power.” Perceiving there
tion; his memory was richly stored with classical by feverish delirium, but the blessed influence of was but little prospect of inducing him By false
allusion; a natural poetry of mind constantly dis Christian habits was strikingly exemplified even hood to accompany them towards the beach, and
played itself; a melodious cadence marked every under the decay of extreme old age and its atten irritated, probably, by his heroical reply, tliey
thought and every expression of the thought. He dant consequences. Not seldom she broke forth rushed upon him, wounded and murdered him, anl
was seldom impassioned; not often energetic; but into earnest prayer and devout ejaculations, and then, in a long basket made with the leaves of the
his tones were mellifluous and persuasive, exactly invariably met the affectionate attentions of the overshadowing cocoa-nut tree, bore liis body to the
according with the sentiment they conveyed.— friends who sedulously watched over her sick bed, temple, where, with exultation, it was offered in
Those who studied the character of his elocution by unceasing and most expressive returns of grate sacrifice to their god. They had, perhaps, beheld
in public, cannot fail to recognize the same dis ful love. The writer of this tribute to her memo with fiend-like joy his writhing agonies in death
tinguishing traits in all the speeches of his later ry saw her only the day before her last seizure, and listened with equal delight to his expiring
years.
when she expressed to him in a most impressive groans. The unconscious earth had been saturat
We must not conclude even these lengthened re manner the sentiments of a humble and penitent ed with his blood; and when they placed his bo
marks without noticing his religious habits. His believer in Jesus Christ, assuring him that she dy on the rude altar, or suspended it from the sa
attachment to the Established Church was deep 1 reposed her hopes of salvation on his merits alone, cred tree, in the presence of their god, they not
and inviolable; but never was a Churchman less ' and expressing at the same time a firm and joyful only supposed they offered a sacrifice at once ac
tainted with the least approach to bigotry. His I reliance on his unchangeable promises. In her
ceptable and efficacious, but doubtless viewed the
feelings were truly liberal. We recollect on one excellent writings she will live long, not only as immolation as one by which they had achieved for
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idolatry a triumph over humanity and Christian young man who was sustaining himsel at a litera tually taken place. What is it ? It is the ser
principle. Before, however, these feelings could ry institution by the labor of his own hands, and pent of seduction, crawling beneafh the flowers of
be exercised and the earth had drank up his blood, almost, as a matter of course, in him ie true en paradise.
or his insulted corpse was deposited on their altar, ergies of Christianity began todevelopefhemselves.
“In the first place, his unfitness for the task was
his liberated and ransomed spirit had winged its His feelings became much affected b\ the spiritu seated in the very tissue of his soul. He had no
way to the realms of blessedness, had joined “the al condition of a populous neighbor ood, which perception of the sublime and beautiful in morals.
noble army of martyrs"—and united in ascriptions had never enjoyed religious privilege.' and conse He could follow the patriot to his agony of glory,
of grateful homage unto him who had loved him, quently did not appreciate them. H< visited the and the martyr to his stake, without one touch of
and not only made him faithful to the end, but. tri families of that neighborhood from houe to house, sympathy with the generosity of the one, or the
umphant over death. Those who heard the young and endeavored to open a religious mecing among devotion of the other. Ilis conceptions as well as
man’s dying words, and witnessed his calm unshak them. They would permit no such linng. Not his heart, seem to have been defective. We of
en firmness in the moment of trial, with many discouraged,this yqung man turned to tie children, ten find that men of very imperfect lives, and
among whom the report circulated, were probably and went round and invited them, onij by one, to gross in their pleasures, still preserve a bright ap
Jed to think differently of the religion he profess meet him Sunday mornings in a Sunday school.— prehension of moral beauty. Thompson, the po
ed than they had done before. The blood of the f Several children acceded to the propos I, and then et, if his biographers have not been unjust to his
martyrs has ever been the seed of the church; and i he again went round to find a room br them to memory, was on the whole a luxurious and sensu
from an exhibition of principles so unequivocal in meet in; hut every door was closed {gainst him. al man, loving a good supper better than the mor
their nature and so happy in their effects, it is not i He told the children to meet him unde - the shade ning landscape, which he so finely describes. How
too much to presume that it proved so on the pre of a tree upon a grassy bank; and tdither they ever low his pleasures might have been, (and I am
came, and he prayed with them, and tiught them afraid they were much lower than we should be
sent occasion.
to study the word of God; and the lit Ie children willing to remember, while reading the Seasons,)
THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION.
were delighted with their Sunday school. So it he still preserved in his mind the bright ideal ot
Remarks of Prof. C. E. Stows on the following Resolution.
went on from week to week, with increasing inter moral beauty. There was a discord and divorce
Resolved, That the urgent demand of ministers est and increasing numbers; till one Lord s day between his fancy and his heart. But it was not
of the gospel, the unparalleled multiplication of morning opened with a cold storm of rain. This so with Hume. There was a dreadful harmony
pious indigent young men, offering themselves for teacher repaired to his tree at the usual time sup between them. No glowing forms of spiritual life
the work, and the ability and willingness of the posing that some few children might be there; and flitted o’er his mind ; no high conceptions of man’s
community to sustain the cause, demand vigorous there indeed he found almost his whole school— final destiny and social improvement visited his
efforts to extend the knowledge of facts, and to wet and cold, it is true, but they had warm hearts waking or sleeping dreams. He was the most im
call forth and concentrate public charity on this in their bosoms, and how could they forego the en passive being that ever crawled among the rep
joyments of their beloved Sunday school for a sin tiles of lower life. It was said of Rousseau, that
subject.
I like, said Professor Stowe, those words in the gle morning? The teacher took off his hat, and when a man begins to reason sophistically, he loses
resolution—vigorous efforts. We often hear prayed as usual for the blessing of God upon the his heart in his sophistry. Hume nevei seems to
it said, that Christianity, in this country must be exercises, and began to teach, when a man in the sympathize with the self-sacrifices which the pat
maintained by its own energies, and that, its own place told him that for that time he might take the riot makes; he sees men pleading, suffering, dying
energies are abundantly sufficient for its own sup children into his stable. The teacher turned to in the cause of the best interests of mankind, and
port. But what are the energies of Christianity? the children and said: ‘The man offers us the use never catches one spark of the flame. He puts
Is Christianity a person—an agent ? Has Christian of his stable, and it was in a stable that Jesus down, with a caustic satire, some of the most gen
ity eves, by which she can see the wants of the Christ took shelter, when he was a little child. Let erous hearts that ever beat and bled for the ele
vation or felicity of the human race.’’
world, and feet by which she can walk on errands us go.’
Hume, too, was “by nature and disposition, a
of mercy, and hands by which she can execute pur
This, Mr. Chairman, is what I mean by the en
sophist,”—one whose controling purpose it is to
poses of love? What is Christianity but an idea? ergies of Christianity.
gain admiration by showing his ingenuity. The
what are the energies of an idea, but the enprgies
sophist and the historian are incompatible charFrom the Boston Recorder.
with which it inspires the mind that grasps it?—
acters.
The developed energies of Christianity are nothing
AMERICAN QUARTERLY OBSERVER.
Hume also wanted diligence. He supplied by
but the energies of those who believe and obey the
Hume as a Historian.
Mr. Withington has very little respeci,—or rath surmises the place of that knowledge which could
truths of Christianity. The members of the Chris
tian church are the eyes, and the feet, and the er none at all—for Hume as a historian. The ob be attained only by investigation. “Ingenious, but
hands of Christianity; and if these eyes be blind, ject of history is to transmit to us the lessons which superficial,'' says Gibbon.
these feet be palsied, these hands cramped, where the providence of (rod teaches. In order to do
From the Episcopal Recorder.
are the energies of Christianity? Plow sweetly are this the record must he faithful. If the facts—the
A NOBLE OBJECT FOR LIFE.
some Christians dreaming of the beauties of that works of God, performed through the agency of
religion which can sustain itself by its own energies, man,—are misrepresented in any way, history fails
It was professedly the prime object of Eitcht,
so that their slumbers need never he disturbed I I of its end, and becomes comparatively useless or the great improver and expounder of the Kantian
honor the American Education Society, because even pernicious.
philosophy, to impress himself in such a manner,
its system of operations tends to develope the'real “It is a melancholy circumstance that history has upon the mind and heart of the human race, as to
energies of Christianity. Itthrows the young man so often fallen into the hands of man acute, rather modify their entire future destiny. Not, I sup
upon his own resources. The plan of loaning and than ivise; willing rather to show their own intel pose, to exercise a visible influence so immensely
of uniting manual labor with study, come togeth lectual omnipotence, than to give us a fair repre i xtended, but what we can readily conceive, an in
er, and these are true yoke-fellows. I have been sentation of real events; men of perverted intel fluence limited at first, gradually extending itself
connected with literary institutions from my boy lects and depraved hearts. Such men will cer so as to affect in the eye of omniscience the whole
hood, and with some of the ablest and best regu tainly never reach the sublime'and beautiful of his movement of the human spirit. this was a most
lated in the United States; and by my own expe tory. No man can write well, unless his soul sublime thought, and had its originator employed-,
rience and observation, I began to regard it as a speaks; unless his passions prompt his pen. He his mighty energy of intellect, in the attempt to
law of nature, that a man must run down in term- may be master of a very fine style; he may draw fix revealed truth more deeply in the mind of man,
time and wind up in vacation; and so I believe it his characters with much delicacy and discrimina he might have taken rank next to a Paul or a John
was generally regarded, even if the term were no tion; he may satirize folly, and sometimes make —might have been the compeer of a Luther or a
more than twelve weeks continuance. 1 am now truth ridiculous; he may show great intellectual Baxter.* John Bunyan, without ever professing
connected with a manual-labor institution, and at power; power which we should admire in ail an to undertake, has doubtless executed such a task—
the close of a long and arduous term of twenty [ cient orator, or a modern lawyer. But after all, Even now there is hardly a nation upon earth, that
weeks, during the liottest part of the season, and he is not a good historian. He misleads the world, has not felt his influence—there certainly will be
none, when the Gospel has gained its final triumph.
a term too, during which our institution was smit and perhaps himself.
So much for preface. My question now is;
ten with that terrible scourge, that has swept over
“Of all the men who have led the way in this
the earth, and clothed half the nations in mourning, perverted style of history, perhaps none have been are there not among the readers of this paper, in
and when, for two weeks, every power of body more popular and successful than David Hume.” addition to those who have already adopted such
and soul was demanded for the care of the sick
“But never was there a mind, of equal power, a resolution, some at least, who dare essay to im
and dying, and every energy was absorbed by the less fitted for the task [of writing the history of press themselves upon the soul of our race? But
most intense physical and mental excitement; at England] than that of David Hume. I can ima how? As Fichte did, by the establishment of a
the close of such a term as this, sir, I looked round gine Sir Isaac Newton writing novels, in the style new system or the improvement of a new system,
upon the assembled students, and I saw every eve of Richardson; I can imagine Thomas Moore wri of political philosophy, thus setting themselves up
bright, and every face glowing with health; and it ting pious Hymns, as he did ; though it must be as lights of the world? No! but simply by the
looked like the close of a vacation rather than the confessed he makes sad work of it; I can imagine effort to extend the knowledge of divinely reveal
pale, haggard, and worn-out last week of the term, Mr. Locke translating the epigrams of Martial; I ed truth in its application to the fallen spirit of man.
formerly so familiar to my eyes and my feelings. can almost imagine Milton (horresco referens,) The word of God has been uttered—it has power
This, sir, is the system to make active, vigorous, writing a comedy, in the style of Congreve—I say er to save the lost, but men are agents in its eraapostolical men. Throw them on their own resour I can imagine all these things, more easily than I
• Will any reader demur at this connexion of names? The
ces; make them work; and then they will learn could imagine the supersensuous and high princi writer most firmly believes that Baxter will be seen in eterni
how to work. They will have strength to work, pled history of England, with all its spiritual lights ty one of the brightest reflexions of the Redeemer’s glory, which
they will love to work, and to work in the right way. and shades, falling into the grasp of such an ani- earth has produced. Let the entire history of the human raceShall I give you an example? I knew a pious mali?ed being as David Hume—jf it had not ac- decide.
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ployment for this high purpose; they must be so, inclination oi the heart to sin and averseness to ho from the bottom of the heart. What then were
for the circulation of truth can only take place by liness. Witlout this propensity to sin, what can my feelings as I returned once more to pay the
the intervention of minds that already possess it; that law of in in our members be, that warreth last sad obsequies to those whom kindred and af
Passing through the mind it must partake some against the l;w of our mind, and bringeth us into fection rendered dear—the beloved dead!
The gathering concourse—the deep solemnity
what of their character, to that in fact, they in a captivity to he law of sin? Rom. vii. 23. What
subordinate sense, may be spoken of as impress is that poisoi in us, for which men may be called and pathos of every ceremony—the last sad lined upon the souls of all affected by their influence. serpents, vip:rs? What is that spirit of whoredom gering look, cast on those pale marble features
But what are the immediate steps to be taken in in men by riason of which they will not frame which but now beamed with life—the procession’s
the prosecution of this sublime purpose? The their doings to turn to God ? Hoz. v. 4. How is slow and measured tread—the sable bier—the
faithful discharge of common and professional du the tree firsl corrupt? Matt. xii. 23. How can mournful tone of the distant knell that broke upon
ties is of course required—the gospel must be ta man be said io be abominable and filthy that drink- the ear at intervals—the dark monuments of those
ken as the directory of moral conduct; but can eth in iniquity like water? Job xv. 16. Hewshould who repose around, in their dreamless sleep—the
nothing more be done? Yes: Many there are, the mind of the flesh, be continual enmity to the trickling tear that falls like a lone stranger in that
who, by a proper application of their abilities to law of God? Rom. xiii. 7. I know there is also a narrow vault—the parting moments and last sad
the task of writing for the press, might accomplish blindness of understanding, and other things be offering of maternal grief for the tender flower of
wonders for the good of mankind. Accurate knowl long to original corruption, which induce to this childhood blasted in all its bloom—who that has
edge of the practical truths of the Christian sys evil propensty of the will; but yet tills propensi a heart has not felt the emotions that swell wildly
tem is much less prevalent, than is usually suppos ty itself is the great evil, the indwelling sin, which in the soul at such a scene, and who that has
ed; this knowledge may be rapidly extended, produceth al actual sins; and must of necessity known them, has not felt the feebleness of words
through the medium of the press, either periodi be removed 5r restrained, by restoring the contra to give them utterance. Many a new-formed
cal or in its more permanent productions. Look ry inclination, wherein the image of God consist tomb in that resting-place, told that death in its
at the success which every good article of a practi ed; or else we shall be backward and reprobate might had been there—yet as with a dainty hand
cal character now meets with in the weekly journals. to every good work, and whatever freedom the will had it seemed to cull the young and lovely, the
Individuals, whose names are unknown to the pub” hath, it shall he employed only in the service of opening bud of infancy; the vigor of youth, and
lie, speak to the thousands that compose the list sin.—W. Marshall.
its ripening maturity were its choice victims.
of several papers almost every week. A single
But though many had fallen around, yet there
From the Churchman.
essay is often the means of directly advancing, in
seemed one family that had tasted a more bitter
Mr. Editor,—The following article, which comes to me cup, and drank a deeper draught. Just seven
the'knowledge of God, more persons than the voice
of fifty speakers could reach. Not that such is through the Baptist Repository, from tiie Female Advocate, weeks before had they followed to the grave all
I am induced, from its warmth and delicacy of sentiment, as
the fate of all essays—it can be reasonably expect well as from one or two slight inaccuracies of expression which that remained of him that awoke the sources of
ed only in cases of those that contain important betray the want of college discipline, to ascribe to a female maternal love—the parents’ hearts had bled with
truth in, at least, a respectable garb; qualifications pen. At any rate it is such a one as might be expected from all that intensity of anguish which we feel when
which every Christian student can easily give to a female of refined and well cultivated mind: it has soul, and we see our hope, our joy, and our promise with
fail to he read with interest. Our literature lias lost
the productions of his pen. No one can tell what cannot
much from the defective and perverted systems which prevail ered and gone, and three lovely sisters who were
he may accomplish, in this way by the blessing of of female education. Ilow much thought and feeling, that, left to linger on the shores of time, felt that they
God. Look at the ease of Richard Baxter, there well expressed, might stir the spirits and enlist benevolent had no brotherly hand to sooth and guide them
is no proof that his natural endowments exceeded sympathies in behalf of virtue and piety, merely for the want through the dark and rayless path of sorrow. But
those of multitudes, now living in the enjoyment of mental culture, have degenerated into mawkish sentimen now, alas! the angel of death had again passed
talism! There is scarcely a hamlet in the country that does
of all the advantages that Christian education can not, every few years, afford the theme of some such moving by, and another, the eldest of these, had burst
give. But read the history of his works. Some sketch as we give below: and wherever the incident occurs her bands of clay, and the lovely spirit flown on
of them are daily speaking in perhaps more than there is seldom wanting a hand that attempts to embody the high, while her earthly form—the beauteous cask
a score, perhaps more than two score of languages, emotions which it awakens: and yet how seldom do we see et of that celestial gem—lay reclining in its shroud.
thing of Ih® kind that is really well done and calculated
and have already caused or promoted beyond doubt any
The western sunbeams had garnished the cloud
to be useful! Among the female readers of the Churchman,
the salvation of hundreds of thousands. Why? are there noti^ who might favor it occasionally with such a of evening, as we called on this mourning circle.
Simply because they are penned FOR'THE glory contribution?'
Sigma.
It was an elegant mansion, retired from the hum
op Got). Go reader and do likewise: you know
MATERNAL INFLUENCE.
and bustle of the village, yet sufficiently near to
not the ability which God may impart, if the lit
The village bell was just ringing twelve, as I1 partake of all its pleasures. We were ushered in
tle now attained be employed solely for the cause rode swiftly along through the pleasant street. —here, in a darkened room, we found the mother.
of Christ. Your success will not depend upon There was a sort of merriness in its familiar tone, She had chosen such a retreat that she might in
your present facility to dress your thoughts in the which, joining to the smiling appearance of the dulge the swelling of her soul alone. Grief seeks
garb of a classical style. Truth can hardly be ar surrounding scenery, produced a transient emo not companionship—it is a dark and lonely spirit;
rayed in a style so bad as to prevent its currency. tion of joy, which for a moment, thrilled from my a withering of immortal being, that feels, that
"With the stamp of heaven, it will pass where a breast, in defiance of that melancholy depression knows the nothingness of earth to bring relief; a
brighter coin would be refused; with the indestruc of grief that cast its sombre shade over my spirits. drooping of vanquished thought, that shrinks
tible purity of fine gold, though in all the dross of
There are moments in our lives when these two away to bleed within its silent ceil, the heart, and
the mine, it will stand the corrosion of ages, losing passions, though directly opposite, will seem to min respond to the icy chill which some tyrant power
none of its brightness or value. The Saint's Rest gle together, as they struggle for the mastery in our throws with hurried hand, over its throbbing
is as likely to stand the ravages of time as any feelings, and draw out the whole power of the soul strings. As she retired, we were waited on by
book in the English language, unless we except t.he in the contest; indeed, such are the mysteries of the eldest remaining sister. “And can you real
Bible, but. the style was originally almost as bad our nature, that where there is obvious reason, we ize that Emily is gone?” said she. “It is indeed
as could be employed,f save those passages, where seldom experience even a momentary flow of the a loss; a loss to me; but they have met above,
the glory of the truth irresistibly secured a better one without a deep mixture of the other. How and O, what a happy meeting it must have been!”
dress. With Baxter's love of God and man, very often we exclaim with the youthful Kirk White— Her soul was beaming in her eye, and breathed
few could set forth ideas to less advantage, though, “ I am pleased and yet am sad !"
forth in her accents; they thrilled me to the soul,
with the ordinary amount of such feelings no one
And how humbling the reflection that there is and their memory is still fresh before me. What
even with the style of a Johnson or Addison, can no grief but what is connected with man! How consolation to the bleeding heart!
secure more lasting influence than he has. As a sad the thought that his madness and crime have
A door opened, and we stood beside a lifeless
concluding remark then: Any one, especially atjthe brought wretchedness and woe on all that comes form. I he first, last look by death revealed, was
present day, when truth is carried as by the winds within its deadly influence! That he has turned playing there, the rose had not faded from its
of heaven, in every direction, and to all distances, a paradise of love into a howling wilderness of cheek, and its lips still curled with a smile, their
who steps forth as the warm advocate of important strife, and carnage, and despair, which sicken the last as they had fixed for ever, and there seemed
truth, is sure of being extensively heard, and of eye and rack the soul with its tortures. Yet in some spirit still to linger in those lines in mocke
course extensively useful. Why then do so few spite of the blasting simoon that has swept over ry of the snowy shroud; but that still changeless
remark the importance of attempting by means of it, nature still shows the vestiges of her Ede-i state. brow; that sad shrouded eve, and those cold icy
the pen to promote the knowledge of God? Chris Even the dark lone cypress, the only constant features, the marble sculpture of death still would
tian students and writers, answer this to your con mourner of the dead, bears with its sad and sol awake us, and ‘ we start that soul is wanting there.'
sciences and your Redeemer.
emn aspect, a deep tinge of purity and languid We gazed in silence on that mirror of the mind,
loveliness, more like “weeping beauty’s cheek at which was but now lighted up with a spirit too
f The remarks made in this article respecting the style of
Baxter’s writings may be thought unjust. It is true that in sorrow’s tale,” or the angel of mercy pleading for pure, too lovely to strive here, with the tempest
many passages, his language is the best possible, but this is no its ward, than the murmuring complaint of man. of grief; and must it become the reptile’s food?
more than occurs among the plainest speakers in common con How much do those fair objects which inspire the and must we feed upon its glow no more? We
versation, when an absorbing topic is before the mind. No soul with rapture tell,
had gazed on that light step as it slowly moved
educated man when writing from a full heart, will fail of all
By their light heed of human suffering,
away, and must it mingle with the dust? "
the beauty tiiat arises from this source. Otherwise, Baxter
That they were formed for some far happier clime.
had little.
There is a mysterious feeling that swells the
I alighted at a friendly mansion, whose peaceful heart as we gaze on the dead whom we have loved.
ORIGINAL CORRUPTION.
scenes I had left but two short months before, with We feel the deep emotions of the soul comeback
Corruption (whereby we are dead to God and all that regret and deep reluctance with which we and press upon us; that the gaudy pageantry of
godliness fiom the birth and made willing slaves forsake some happy situation where every feeling the earth is nought. It is then the true dignity
to the performance of all actual sins, until the Son is congenial, and launch out into those occupa- of our nature bursts its hidden veil, and the mo
of God makes us free,) consists in a propensity and tions and pursuits which we loathe, as it were, I mentousness of our interminable being springs
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light. Memory reverts to all that we have cher shame, and all those lovely traits which rendered of distillers were pensioners of the public, and
ished, while thought leaps forward as if to wrest them endearing, have been choked and clouded their trade abolished by law; since all the benefit
from the pages of fate its dark contents, and we by dark and revolting passions, and they have gone thereof put together would not balance the hun
dwell with mingled joy and grief on the immortal forth, outcasts from the shrine of virtue, detested dredth part of its mischief.
part which beamed that eye with its thrilling by all. And they might have fallen even in the !
Io prove the destructive effects of such spirits
glance, and curled that lip with its softest radi morning of life, with no tear shed for their fate, both with regard to the human species and indi
ance; and imagination stirs up the soul to compass save that of pity for their misdeeds.
viduals we need not go so far as onr colonies,
all that it can image of futurity to paint its pre
But. now, how different the tale! Peruse the or the savage natives of America. Plain proof
sent state, till it settles down in the fond—even if tributes poured forth to their memory; count the may be had nearer home. For, albeit there is in
it be delusive persuasion—that it is hovering near tears with which solitary friendship has watered every town or district throughout England, some
their graves; ask those with whom they passed tough dramdrinkers, set .up as the devil's decoy, to
to calm our grief.
And what, thought I, as I stood there, could their earthly days, and to whom they were doubly draw in proselytes; yet the ruined health and morsolace that mother’s pang, were it not the con dear; those who loved them, and in the language rals, and the beggary of such numbers, evidently
sciousness of having done her duty—the satisfac of one, “who that ever knew them loved them show that we need no other enemy to complete our
tion of the thought Heaven had pleased thus soon not ?”
destruction, than this cheap luxury at the lower
to recall those objects of her deepest solicitude,
But they are gone; the cold w nds of the moun end of the state, and that a nation lighted up at
committed to her charge to train up for death, it tains blow over their flowery graves; nought could both ends must soon be consumed.”
had not found her idle or them unprepared.
stay them here: learning, beauty, love, friendship,
He had been speaking of the miseries of the
The first openings of their tender mind had she and promise, all were unavailing. No exorcism rich, brought on by their luxury and dissipation,
filled with the light of truth. And they had grown can bind the soul. It was not formed for sin and and here he refers to the ruin of the lower classes
up beneath its influence. She had taken them by suffering, and it will rise and flee away.
by the free use of distilled spirits which leads him
the hand even in lisping infancy, and led them to
to compare the nation to a candle lighted at both
“No marble marks their couch of lonely sleep,
But living statues there arc seen to weep.
the fount of joy, and peace, and hope, and satis
ends.
Affliction’s semblance bends not o’er their tomb,
fied them with its draughts, and they minded not
In-another place he says—
Affliction’s self deplores their youthful doom.”
to stray and taste the bitter springs of vice and
“ But I doubt no medicine can withstand that
[Byron.
shame. Heaven had conferred on them the bles
execrable plague of distilled spirits, which do all,
Fitzwilliam, N. H., Sept. 23, 1833.
H. W. L.
sings of life, and they mingled with the great and
without exception, operate as a slow poison, prey
* We would speak less confidently of the efficiency of hu ing on the vitals, and wasting the health and strength
gay; but they were taught to seek some higher
and nobler objects than the empty vanities of man training, than this writer, unless it be mere expressly of body and soul; which pest of human kind is,
earth—that to live for time was to prepare for eter stated to derive its success from the blessing of God upon it. I am told, gaining ground in this country, already
nity—that the soul was all that could give us dig Parents may doubtless do very much by early discipline to too thin of inhabitants.’'
nity of being, and it was filled with its native food, j form in their children “sweetness of temper, and amiablencss
and it loathed the tempting poisons of sin. Men- of
nf character,
eha,™ ”—but it should not he forgotten for a moment,
ANECDOTE OF THE REV. J. ARMSTRONG.
tai and moral culture were their chief end, and that in every thing constituting a meetness for heaven, though
Some months ago, the Rev. Mr. Armstrong
as they rose up in life, the giddy pleasures that al Paul may plant and Apollos water, it is God only that givetli preached at Harmony, near the Wabash, when a
lure and ruin so many, for them had no charm; the increase.—Ed. Observer.
doctor of that place, a professed Deist or Infidel,
called on his associates to accomp.my him while he
and they lived, not as the beasts that perish, hut
as a higher order—as immortal spirits. The vig THE BELIEVER AND UNBELIEVER CONTRASTED. attacked the Methodist,” as he said. He first ask
or of their youthful day was not wasted in the
“ Here was a man, whose powers seemed almost ed Mr. Armstrong if he “followed preaching to
mask and revel of the thoughtless: hut their hours adapted for converse with disembodied spirits, save souls?” He answered in the affirmative. He
flew with a deeper joy in the halls of learning— whose thoughts were frequently “wandering thro’ then asked Mr. A. “if he ever saw a soul?” No.
the instructing intercourse of the family circle, or eternity,” a man, too, whose life was a constant “If he ever heard a soul?” No. “If he ever
whatever could cultivate or expand the soul.
wrestling against bodily anguish, whose corporeal tasted a soul?” No. “If he ever smelt a soul?”
Nor was this lost on them; they felt that they structure was “an apparatus of torment,” and who, No. “ If 1m ever felt a soul?” Yes, thank God,
were destined for angels’ companions, and they yet, was able to seek and to find delight among said Mr. A. “Well (said the doctor,) there are
loved to stray in the flowery paths, and drink in the humblest recreations of society, and to ex four of the five senses against one, to evidence that
the nectar of the springs of truth and science, and claim, in the gratitude and fulness of his heart, there is no soul.” Mr. Armstrong then asked the
many looked up to them with gladdened hearts, lI enjoy every thing !’ iHehold this, ye despisers, gentleman if he was not a doctor of medicine? and
as the future heralds of peace and hope to a and wonder! Think of this, and then turn to the was answered in the affirmative. He then asked
wretched world. He soon finished his preparato last hours of the sensualist and the infidel, of him the doctor “if he ever saw a pain?" No. “If he
ry course at the public schools of Amherst, Mas whose genius, it is to be feared, is, to this day, as ever heard a pain?” No. “If he ever tasted a
sachusetts, and entered the college of New-Hdven, a lying spirit to many of the children of disobedi pain?” No. “If he ever smelt a pain?” No. “If
in the autumn of 1831, and took a conspicuous ence! Hall, on the rack of a diseased organiza he ever felt a pain?” Yes. Mr. A. then said,
standing among his fellows. But disease, the pale tion, is able to enjoy every thing. Byron, when “ there are also four senses against one, to evidence
destroyer of our peace, and the curse of our sin his temples are throbbing with the self-inflicted that there is no pain, and yet, sir, you know there
ful natures, laid its languishing hand upon him, pains of a vicious life, cries out, ‘there is nothing is pain, and I know there is a soul.” The doctor
and damped his youthful energy, and darkened hut misery in this world, i think!’ If this con appeared confounded and walked off.
his opening mind, and in the midst of his course, trast does not speak to the hearts and understand
RULES OF LIVING.
with a heavy heart, though loaded with the hon ings of men, the voice of wisdom would be heard
ors of that distinguished seminary, he left its in vain from the jaws of the sepulchre itself. ‘ To [From the Rev. Hugh Peter’s Legacy to his Daughter. Lou don, A. D. lGGO.j
peaceful halls never more to return.
enjoy is to obey,’ was the maxim ot the one; and
Whosoever would live long and blessedly, let him
The daughter, too, seemed destined for useful his lips were touched with the living flame of the
ness. and she stood high on the lists of education. altar. ‘To disobey is to enjoy,” was the principle observe the following rules, by which he shall at
But though such was their promise, yet a fairer of the other; and out of his mouth there leaped tain to that which he desircth ;
Let thy
trait of their youthful character was sweetness of forth sparks, such as might set on fire the whole
Thoughts be divine, awful, godly.
temper and amiableness of character. A mother’s course of nature. And when examples like these
Talk
—little, honest, true.
hand can subdue even the stubbornness ol nature,* are recorded for our instruction, does it not seem
Works
—profitable, holy, charitable.
and here it had destroyed each hydra-headed pas as if the Lord himself were speaking to us, and
Manners —grave, courteous, cheerful.
sion even in their pliant childhood, and they had calling heaven and earth to witness against us,
Diet
—temperate, convenient, frugal.
learned to crush their tyrants, and possessing a that life and death, blessing and cursing, are even
Apparel -^sober, neat, comely.
delicacy of perception and sensibility of mind al in this world, most manifestly set before us?”—
Will
—confident, obedient, ready.
most painful. Seldom are those soft and lovely Gospel Messenger, ( Charleston.)
Sleep
—moderate, quiet, seasonable.
graces that bloom like a celestial flowret on the
From the Presbyterian.
Prayers —short, devout, often, fervent.
dark and dreary waste ot human life, that shed
Recreation —lawful, brief, seldom.
Bishop Berkley’s opinion of Ardent Spi
such radiance on the youthful character, exhibit
Memory —of death, punishment, glory.
ed as they were here. Who that would mingle in rits and Fermented Liquors, written nearly
that domestic circle would not bear its memory a century since, when the evil of intemperance in
for ever? Who that would link himself with these this drink was in its infancy.
That faith which works in the soul a gracious
in companionship would wish to forget them?
“The public virtue and spirit of the British le persuasion of the excellency of this way, by a
Few in their station of life have ever fallen with gislature n^ver showed itself more conspicuous in sight of the glory, wisdom, power, grace love and
such deep and unmingled regret as these. A any act, than in that, for suppressing the immode goodness of God, in it, so as to be satisfied with it
whole community mourned their exit; their mem rate use of distilled spirits among the people, whose as the best the only way of coming unto God, with
ory is entwined around the hearts of all that knew strength and numbers constitute the true wealth of a renunciation of all other ways and means unto
them; thus shewing the inestimable value of ear a nation; though evasive acts will it is feared, pre that end, will at all times evidence its nature and
ly education. Had they grown up in ignorance vail as long as distilled spirits of any kind are al •sincerity.—Owen.
and folly; had they been left to fill the cravings of lowed, the character of Englishmen in general be
Though a gracious soul may not always enjoy
the opening mind with the insipid vanities of life, ing that of Brutus, Quicquid vult valde vult. But
why should such a canker be tolerated in the vi sensible communion with God in the ordinances;
“With few to guide—and none to point in time
The thousand paths that'slopc the way to crime,”
tals of a state, under any pretence or in any shape yet it has always this good design, that it cannot be
they might have sought the haunts of infamy and whatever? Better by far the whole present set easy and satisfied without it.—Gifford.
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New-York University.—From an advertisement in the
New-York Observer, it appears that difficulties have unfortu
nately arisen in the administration of the Government of this
GAMBIER, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1833.
Institution, and that in consequence three of its Professors
Kenyon Colleok.—The annual term of study in this In have resigned. They promise soon to favor the public with
stitution commenced on the first Monday of November.—
the reasons of this step.
There is a considerable increase of numbers in the College
classes, while the Preparatory department remains about the
Wanted at this O!Kce as an Apprentice to
same.—The whole number now connected with the Institu
the Printing business an active intelligent boy about 15 or 1G
tion is one hundred and fifty-six.—Of these, forty are profes
years old, of good moral character and industrious habits.—
sors of religion, most of them connected with the Episcopal
None other need apply.
Church, and intending to enter her ministry.
At no previous period, have the prospects of this Institu
HUI-iaiOTTS INTELLIGEI^CE.
tion been so flattering as at present, and never before has such
an amount of talent and piety been found among its pupils.—
Ordination__ On Sunday, November 3, 1833, the 22d
We trust that tiie prayers of its pious friends and benefactors Sunday after Trinity, the Rt. Rev. Bishop Onderdonk held
an Ordination in St. Peter’s Chapel, in this city, when the
will never t r s ;e to be heard in its behalf, that it may continue
Minister of the Parish the Rev. Benjamin I Haight, was ad
to enjoy the favor of Gon, and be blessed as the instrument of mitted to the holy Order of Priests, and Mr. Archibald S. K.
qualifying many for extended usefulness in His service.
McCallum was ordained Deacon. Morning Prayer was read
by the Rev. Dr. Wilson, and the Lessons by the Rev. Orange
Ordination.— in St. James’ Church, Piqua, on Sunday Clark. 'The candidate for Priests’ Orders was presented by
the Rev. Dr. Turner, and the candidate for Deacon’s Orders
the 10th inst. the Rev. Alvah Gluon was admitted to the by the Rev. Mr. Clark. 'The sermon was preached by the
order of Priests by the Bishop of this Diocese.—The candi Rev. Professor 'Turner, and was the Annual Sermon before
the Students of the General Theological Seminary, on occa
date was presented by the Rev. Wm. Preston.
sion of the Matriculation of the newly admitted members of
the institution.—Churchman.
Atmosi-heric Phenomenon.—The brilliant appearance of
We are authorized to state tb.it the Rev. Jonathan M.
the atmosphere observed here on the morning of the 13th, Wainwright, D. D., has resigned the Rectorship of Grace
was ulso noticed in other parts of the Union. Our exchange Church in this city, with a view to the acceptance of the
papers from the east and south describe it as exhibiting the charge of Trinity Church, Boston.— Churchman.
new Episcopal Church.—Letters from Edisto Island,
same phenomena there as it. did here. No account that we
mention that a subscription has been opened, and meets with
have seen, pretends to give a satisfactory explanation of the considerable success, for the erection of an Episcopal Church,
unusual appearance.
at, or near Wilton, in St. Paul’s Parish.—Epis. Rec.
Episcopal Education Society__ The Rev. G. W. RidgTemverancf. Convention__ It is with much pleasure wc i.ey has resigned the office of Corresponding Secretary and
call the attention of our readers to the following Circular of General Agent of this Society. All communications in re
gard to the affairs of the Society, may be addressed to the
the Managers of the Ohio Slate Temperance Society. The
Rev. Stephen II. Tyno, D. D.—Epis. Rec.
necessity of such a measure as this we have long felt, and doubt
Rev. Albert A. Muller, D. D., late Rector of Christ
not its results will bo most salutary. We trust the recommen Church, 'Tuscaloosa, has accepted an invitation to the Rector
dation of the Managers will be adopted by the triends of tem ship of Trinity Church, Clarksville, Tennessee.—ib.
perance throughout the State, and Ohio, henceforth, will be
Emigrants to the Colony of Liberia.—The Norfolk
found, if not among the very first, yet no loiterer in this good
Beacon states that the ship Jupiter, Captain Knapp, which
work.
has been chartered by the U. S. Colonization Society, to carry'
7b the friends of TEMMnAfrci: throughout the State of Ohio. out emigrants to Liberia, was to sail on Tuesday from Ilamp ■
It is high time to n.vake out of sleep. In the greater part ton Roads. She haspn board fifty colored emigrants, “who
of this great and rapidly advancing State, very little—almost have wisely chosen the only course by which they can enjoy
nothing, compared with the vast importance of the object, has rational freedom and be instrumental in cherishing an estab
yet been done to promote the Temperance reformation. Thou lishment, the best device of philanthropy and benevolence,
sands arc yearly becoming the subjects of intemperance; de and whose benefits are every day becoming more and more
scending under its influence to poverty, and wretchedness, and manifest.”
Among the passengers in the Jupiter are the Rev. John B.
infamy, and sinking into the drunkard’s grave. Shall nothing
be done? It has be n thought, by many friends of Temper Pinncy, temporary Agent of the U. S. Colonization Society
in
Liberia, to supply the place of Doct. Mechlin—recalled.—
ance, that, a Convention ol Delegates from all parts of the
State, would be followed by important results. Bringing to Doet- Todsen, Physician of the Colony. Rev. Mr. Cloud
gether the views, the feelings, lb. energies, of the whole com and Mr. Lands and lady—missionaries of the W. F. .M. So
munity ot those who believe T.u at. Abstinence to be the ciety. Rev. Mr. Spalding and lady; Rev. Mr. Wright and
true principle of Temperance, it would give form, it is be kuly, and a young lady—Methodist Episcopal Missionaries.
lieved, i id tone, and power, to public sentiment, and harmo Mr. John Temple, (col’d.)—Assistant Missionary of W. M.
Mr. A. Williams and Mr. Roberts, (col’d.)—
nize and direct, the exertions of 1'm e who would, by a purely F. Society.
moral influence, persuade : a ir llow citizens to live accord old colonists who have been on a visit to the United States.—
Political
Arena.
ing to the plain rule—Touch not—Taste not—Handle not.
The undersigned, Managers of the Ohio State Temperance
The colony of Liberia.—The October number of the Af
Society adopting these views, and approving the suggestion,
invite the co-operation of their fellow-citizens; and for this rican Repository has come to band. It contains a variety of
purpose do recommend that a Convention be held for the pro interesting articles on topics connected with colonization,
motion of Temperance, and for no other purpose, at Colum among which are Dr. Todson’s remarks on the health of the
bus, on the third Wednesday of December next, to be composed colony—some brief account of the state of things in Liberia
<>1 Delegates from all parts of the State, to be appointed as by Solomon Bailey, an aged and pious colonist who lias resi.
fllows, viz: each County Temperance Society to send not less | ded several years in Lilieria—letters from the late M. B. Coxe,
than three nor more than five Delegates—each Township or Methodist missionary to Liberia, and also letters from Mr. A.
Congregational Temperance Society, one, or if practicable, H. Savage, who sailed for Liberia last spring in company with
two Delegates.■ It in any county no Society has been organ - the western emigrants from New-Orleans. Mr. Savage is an
i zed, let the friends of Temperance assemble and appoint a active, intelligent, persevering Christian, formerly from the
“ Oneida Institute,” and late of the “Lane Seminary.” lie
suitable number of Delegates, not exceeding five.
Ine Convention will be held at the Presbyterian Church in volunteered his services to take charge of tile emigrants from
Columbus, at 10 o clock, A. M. It is expected that the Cor the west, with the intention of remaining in the colony, it he
responding Secretary of the American Temperance Societv should see a door opened for usefulness. It will be seen from
the African Reposity that Mr. Savage was at the latest dates
will attend the Convention.
Tue Ohio State » emperance-Society will hold its Annual making arrangements to establish a manual labor school at Mills*
• Meeting on the evening of the same day of the Convention. burg. May success crown his eflorts__ TV. Y. Obs.
ROBERT LUCAS,
Mrs. Hannah More’s Legacies.—The London corres
JAMES ITOGE,
pondent ot the Journal of Commerce states that Mrs. Han
O. CROSBY,
nah More died in possession of about 25,000/., the whole of
M. SMITH,
which she acquired by her literary exertions. 10,000/ of this
J. R. SWAN.
sum she has devoted to charities, and chiefly to religious socie
P. B. WILCOX,
ties. Among these benefactions are 100/. sterling to be given
WM. PRESTON,
to the diocese of Ohio, and an additional 50/. for books for
JOHN WILSON.
Editors throughout the State are requested to insert the the same; 100/. are also given to the American Board of
above in their respective papers.—State Journal.
Commissioners far Foreign Missions, for the benefit of the
Indians.—N. Y. Obs.
Episcopal \V atchman—This paper has been discontinued
Mission to the Wea Indians—We learn from the Pitts
for want of sufficient patronage, and its list of subscribers has
burgh Herald, that the Western Foreigh Missionary Society
been transferred to the New-York Churchman. There is now are about to establish a mission among the Wea Indians in
no paper, devoted to the interests of the Episcopal Church, the “lay west.
A family, consisting of two missionaries,
published in New-England.
Surely sufficient patronage their wives, and two female assistants, it was expected, would
be
“
organized,
*
on
Monday evening of the present week, and I
might be obtained for one conducted with ability, and pro
proceed immediately to the place of their destination.__ ib.
I
perly adapted to its wants.
We learn from the Boston Recorder, that the Rev. Jona i
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than Greenleaf, pastor of the Mariner’s church in Boston, ha«
been elected Corresponding Secretary of the American Sea
man’s Friend Society, and has signified his acceptance of tho
office.—ib.

The Nevz Theological Seminary.—We learn by the Bos
ton and Portland papers, that the Rev. Dr. Bennet Tyler has
been chosen principal of the seminary, about to be established
at East Windsor, Conn., and that it is understood be will ac
cept. Dr. Tyler was formerly pastor of South Britain Conn.,
subsequently president of Dartmouth College, and now the
successor of Payson in the pastoral office at Portland—N. Y.
Evangelist.
The sum of 2,200 dollars has been contributed in Albany
in aid of the Theological Seminary at Columbia, S. C. The
w’liole of this sum was collected in a few hours, and was given
from motives of love and good feeling towards our fellow citi
zens of the South, and with the earnest desire of co-operating
with them in advancing the kingdom of Christ in our beloved
country.— Obs.
Died, in Wilmington, Del. on the 15th October, Mrs. MaJames, aged about 82 years.
Having no children or near relatives, the Episcopal Church
es of this city to which she has been for many years attached,
were liberally remembered by her__ To St. Andrew’s Church
she left her house and lot in Market street, a city loan, and
six shares of Delaware Bank Stock, valued as follows:
The house and lot at
$3,000
The city loan
_____
1,000
And the bank stock
2,220
ry

Total,
$6,220
She also left about sixty dollars to repair the wall arid fence
around the venerable old Swedes’ or Trinity Church yard.
And the remainder of her estate, which is equal, or nearly so,
to the above amount, to be divided among her distant rela
tives, as named in the will.—Episcopal Rec.

The Ohio Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church
are about to establish a Literary Institution in Norwalk, Hu
ron county, on the manual labor principle.
The British government has granted 1,000/. per annum to
wards the support of the Methodist missionaries in Canada.

France.—New plan of the St. Simonians—absconding of the
father and his apostles.—M. Enfantin, the father of the St.
Simonians, and five of bis apostles, namely, M. Holstein, a
merchant; Oliver, a farmer; Lambert and Fournal, mining
engineers, and Alexis Petit, a gentleman of property, arc.
about to proceed to Marseilles, where they will embark for
Egypt, with the intention, it is said, of proposing to the Pa
cha to undertake the’eutting of the canal across the isthmus
of Suez, to join the Mediterranean to the Red Sea. A few
days ago, the proper officer vent to the residence of these peo
ple in Paris, to serve upon them a Decree of the Council of
Discipline, for refusing to do duty in the National Guard.
M. Enfantin told him, that he and his apostles were not dis
posed to resist the commands of justice, and would present
themselves on Wednesday at the Prefecture, to submit to the
imprisonment to which they had been sentenced for their de
fault. The day passed, but none of them appeared. In the
evening officers were sent to Menilinontart, with a warrant to
take them into custody, but, to their astonishment, they found
the house completely deserted.

GENERAL SUjXmLAmZ'.
Yalf. College.— A young student who has just entered
that institution, writes to his father that there are about 130
members in his class (Freshman) and one half of them are
professedly pious. It was exceedingly interesting to meet at
the Lord's Table, such a proportion of youth who are just
commencing their public education. A striking commentary
too, upon the statements put forth in an anonymous pamphlet,
that Yale College has forfeited the confidence of thy Churches.
Allegheny College, commenced its session on Monday, Nov.
4th. 'The Rev. Dr. Ituter, President of the institution, de
livered a very interesting and appropriate address on the occa
sion. I he four classes were formed.— The present number of
students is between 20 and 30; a considerable accession it is
expected will he made in the course of a few weeks. It be
hoves the friends of the institution to exert themselves in be
half of this infant seminary of learning. Arrangements will
be made as soon as possible to connect with the College such
land and work-shops, as will give every person having a desire
to learn, an opportunity of improving the talents with which
nature lias endowed him-—Meadville., Pa., Messenger.
I ermont Literary and Scientific Institution.—At a meeting
of the Trustees of this Institution, the 17th inst. Rev. Had
ley Proctor was by an unanimous vote, chosen Principal of
the Institution. He has since signified his acceptance of the
appointment. The time for the opening of the seminary is
not yet fixed. It is probable, however, that it will be so late
before the building erecting for its accommodation is comple
ted, that it will not be open till early next spring.__ Vermont
Telegraph.
Wild Dick.—This admirable tale, we are happy to say, is
having a run equal to that of its predecessor, the Gold Ring.
It has been published but one week, and the publishers are
now getting out the fourth edition__ ib.
Education in England.—The sum of 20,000/. has been voted by the House of Commons for the promotion of education
throughout England; the first parliamentary assistance, if not
the first parliamentary encouragement, which has been given
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to education in England for a great number of years. The
money is to be placed at the disposal of the National and Lancasterian School Societies.
Spirit of Lottery Dealing —In one of our daily news
papers, appears a lottery advertisement signed “Van Buskirk.
128 Broadway, every body knows where that is,” the adverti
ser, “invites all those with the last dollar to visit his office,” and
concludes with a N. B. “To those who are desirous of a reme
dy in case of a loss, he simply states that Cooper the gunsmith
lives just above.”!!! The connection of lottery gambling
■with suicide is well known to attentive observers. But here
we have it avowed. IIow long shall the abused community
bear this, and members of the church persist unchecked in
communion with this “land piracy?”—ib.

The Attorney General__ We understand that Peter V. Dan
iel, Esq. has declined the appointment of Attorney General
of the United States, which lias been tendered to him by the
President. We were not aware, at the time we penned our
former article on this subject, that Mr. D. had already declin
ed the appointment by a letter addressed to Washington two
days previously to his visiting that city.—Richmond Enquirer.
Prosperity of Steubenville—From the quiet appearance of
the place, a stranger can form no idea of its manufacturing
and mechanical industry; and although we have often taken
several days to look around us on visiting that truly enter
prising place, we are much surprised at the list of manufac
turing establishments which the last Steubenville Herald ex
hibits. There arc now in full operation in the town of Steu
benville, Ohio, one paper, two woollen, three carpet, and two
cotton manufactories; three iron foundries, three steam-engine
’manufactories,one brass foundery, three machine-making shops,
three steam flouring mills, one steam saw mill, two boat yards,
two breweries, three copperas manufactories, three tanneries,
one rope walk, and a chemical manufactory. Truly, when
such industry is going on, “few idlers are to he seen in the
streets,” and “the bustle in the way of business,” is confined
where it tells most for the true prosperity of the place, viz. in
doors__ Washington (Pa J Reporter.
The late Rail Road Disaster.—We copy from the Philadel
phia Intelligencer a more particular account of the calamitous
accident which occurred, on Friday last, on the Rail Road be
tween Burlington and Amboy—Nat. Int.
Appalling Disaster.—Much anxiety was felt last night in
this city, in consequence of the non-arrival of the mail by the
Rail Road Line. Its arrival about half after six o’clock con
firmed the worst apprehensions. An accident of the most
melancholy character took place on the road. We have taken
some pains to arrive at the facts, which, so far as we have
learned them, are as follows;—
The locomotive, with its train of cars, had advanced half
way between Spotswood and Hightstown. They were going
at a rate estimated from thirty to thirty-five miles an hour---This speed of itself, dangerous and improper, was rendered
more so by the leaking of one of the vessels which supply the
wheels with oil. The oil having, been thus exhausted, the
wheel became dry and heated, and at length, while at full
speed, the axle gave way. The car, containing a large num
ber of passengers, including J. Q. Adams, fell on the track,
and was thrown from the road by the succeeding, without se
rious injury to any of the passengers. To the latter car,
however, the consequences were horrible. It contained twen
ty-five persons,,ipen, women, and children.
The concussion, which was tremendous, overturned the car,
and the engineer being unable to stop the locomotive, it was
dragged for the distance of nearly forty yards. The scene
may be better conceived than depicted. Out of twenty-four,
two-thirds were injured. All was for a while shrieks and
groans, confusion and horror. One person, Mr. J. C. Sted
man, of Raleigh, N. C. was so crushed and mangled, that he
shortly expired. He retained his senses to the last; and
made, with the utmost self-possession and calmness, the ne
cessary arrangements for the disposition of his property. He
died a few minutes after the accident. IVe learn that four
hundred dollars were found upon his persod. He has left to
mourn his untimely death, a wife and six children. Twelve
others were seriously wounded. Several were mangled so
dreadfully, that it was found impossible to remove them;
others were brought to this city, for the benefit of immediate
surgical aid.
Mrs. Lieut. Bartlett, of Washington, had her arm frac
tured in three places; and one of her children was horribly
mangled. The Rev. Mr. West had bis leg fractured. The
limb has since been set, and Mr. West is doing well. Capt.
Vanderbilt was severely injured in the back. A gentleman
of New Lebanon was shockingly injured; another had both
his thighs fractured. Mr. Dreyfous, of this city, was severely,
but not daugerously injured.

Liberality.—We are informed, says the New-York Com
mercial Advertiser, that a gentleman in our city is disposed to
give $1,000 to the American Colonization Society, pr ivided
a few other subscriptions of equal amount can bo obtained.
We think there is no cause for him to despair of companion
ship in bis liberality. We sincerely hope that some gentle
spirit will touch the hearts of our rich men and incline them
to hold fellowship in good works with one who wo are sure is
not willing to show his charity in word only but indeed and
-n truth.

Presidential Nomination.—The Hon. John M’Lean has been
nominated in Baltimore, by the Mechanics’ and Working
Men’s meeting, for the office of President of the United
States.
Extract of a letter from, a lady in London, dated 6th of Sept.
1833. to her cort isporulent inthis city__ Mr. Cresson, your high
ly gifted and indefatigable countryman, is, 1 hear, likely to
return borne e’er long. I consider the object of his mission
accomplished, for he has been able to form a “British Coloniaation Society,” to act with, and on the principles of the A-

1Tneri.ca" society; the Duke of Sussex at its head, supported by j It is stated that the entire Congressional Delegation, from
%C,
,xy and others ot influence.
j South Carolina, with one exception, will vote in favor of relhe cholera is likely I fear to become a permanent, instead i chartering the U. S. Bank.
of a transitory scourge. It is amongst us again, and peculiar-!
. • XT
n ,
ly in the same streets and the same houses that it attacked last I
droPhobla 15 vel7 Prevalent in New-Orleans.
summer. The medical men of Lambeth send me word they
In tIle Legislature of New-Jersey on Friday, the Honorafind it more manageable, and are curing their patients by ca- I lde ^>etur
Vroom was elected Governor for the ensuing
loinel and soda. Medical men of this place give the same ac- vear*
count. A most remarkable circumstance not yet accounted
West Point Academy:—The Legislature of Tennessee has
! for, is the excessive mortality among the insane;’ it may give attacked this institution. A Mr. Cannon has introduced a
i some light if examined into. I should rejoice to bear that preamble and resolution, declaring it “inconsistent with re
. you and yours have been spared__ N. Y. Obs.
publican institutions, and dangerous to the principles of gov
The progress of Improvement.—We observe in an Illinois ernment, and instructing their senators nud representatives,
r
_,
...........
r
________
......................................
&
,
paper the proceedings of a public meeting, held at Chicago, “to repeal all laws authorizing the Military Academy to be
with a view to measures for the immediate commencement of! tna^'n& appropriations hereafter, for the expenses of that ina Rail Road from the waters of Illinois river to Lake Michi- j stItutl0ngan. This is one of the most striking exemplifications which I Mr. Clay was born April 12, 1777, and is approaching bis
we have ever seen of the enterprising character of our people. ! 57th year.
Any reader who will look on his map, fi|d where Chicagojs, J A southern paper wishes a remiitant biU-ious fever to prevail
and consider how recently that whole region was a remote In
_ its distant subscribers.
dian wilderness, will agree with us in the opinion__ Nation
The Hon. William Wirt, who passed the summer at Bed*
al Intelligencer.
ford Springs, has returned, with renewed health, to Baltimore*
The Truth.—We recently saw a letter from an unfortunate and resumed his professional engagements.
who had addicted himself to drinking as a solace: it was to a
Two-thirds of the crimes committed in England are im
boon companion in these words: ‘ My dear Torn—I am alone
to night; come and help me to destroy myself with some fa puted to intemperance.
mous brandy.’ The note, when shown to us, was six weeks
In consequence of the robberies in Pennsylvania, of haggage from the rear of stages, an iron netting is now thrown over
old, and posthumous.—Literary Gaz.
it, and proves an effectual protection.
' Internal Navigation---- We are credibly informed that the
The postage of a single letter between London and Paris
Delaware and Raritan Canal, running from New Brunswick
to Bordentown, will be open for Navigation the ensuing is about 87 cents!
Spring. When this is done, not only will sloops be able to
ply between this city and Philadelphia by going half the dis
FOREIGN.
tance which they are obliged to go at present, but they may
By an arrival at this port, says the New-York Obser ver,
run from Stonington, Conn., to the interior of North Carolina,
without once entering the open sea. The course will be through London and Paris papers have been received to the 30th of
Long Island Sound and the Harbor and Bay of New-York September.
The cholera has re-visited Paris. On the 20th and 21st
and Princess Bay to New Brunswick; thence through the
Delaware and Raritan Canal, about 30 miles to the Delaware of September there were 18 cases and 7 deaths at the Hotel
river; down the Delaware to Delaware city; thence through Dieu. From the silence of the papers after those dates, we
the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, 131 miles to the head of presume that the disease had not made much progress.
In Spain the cholera was making sad-progress. At the last,
Chesapeake Bay; down Chesapeake Bay to Norfolk, thence
through the Dismal Swamp Canal to the interior of North- dates it had extended to Seville, Triana, Grenada, Malaga,
Merida, and Coria. In Seville, a city of about. 100,000 inCarolina.—Journal of Commerce.
habitants, the number of deaths in two days was 212.
Ludicrous Accident on the Petersburg Ruil Road.—A friend
Nothing new of importance had occurred in Portugal.
of ours yesterday related to us the following amusing fact. Gen. Bourinont still maintained his position before Lisbon,
One day this week, as the train of cars was passing down hut had made no new attack upon the city.
from Petersburg, the passengers perceived that thfiir speed be
Constantinople had been visited by one of the most destruc
gan sensibly to diminish; they supposed the engineer was let tive fires on record. A space of three miles in circuit, occu
ting off steam; at length they came to a stand still, and, much pied, it is supposed, by at least 12,000 houses and 50,000 peo
to their astonishment, they discovered that the Locomotive ple, was aid desolate in three days. According to some esti
had disappeared. But bow or where it had gone, or what had mates the destruction extended to one fifth part of the city.
become of it no one could for a moment imagine. It was at
The French government were taking new measures for
length, however, discovered that the Locomotive had some strengthening their position in Algiers. A new expedition,
how or other become disengaged from the train of cars, and consisting of 1800 troops, liad sailed for this purpose from
had made off’ like a streak of lightning, without any one's Toulon.
perceiving it. This occurred a few miles from Belfield, and
Mr. Livingston, the new American minister, and the offi
this self-moving machine ran 8 miles without stopping; the cers of the Delaware bad been introduced to the king of’
fire, at the end of this distance, dying away, it then called a France, and had had the honor of dining with the royal fam
halt, and waited for the company. As may be supposed, the ilynatives were not a little surprised at the strange apparition of
The London papers announce the death of Raminobun
this flaming monster rushing over the road unattended by any Roy, the celebrated Brahmin, at Stapleton Grove, near Bris
human being—some thought it was the Tariff—some Nulli tol. He was a very remarkable man, and possessed great ac
fication—some said it was one of General Jackson’s Expresses quirements. His religious belief settled down into a kind of
—and some thought it was Lucifer himself, in the shape of a Unitarianism.
steam engine, taking a little brush against time. How it was
Mr. Stanley and the Duke of Richmond narrowly escaped
that the Engineer and Co. had quitted their charge at the being assassinated by a Welchman named Evans, a lunatic,
moment, we did not learn. When he perceived how matters who tried to get to them at a public dinner, hut on being ob
were, he tore off’ on foot after the engine, and coming to a streperous, was taken into custody. A loaded pistol was found
house, he mounted a horse find went in pursuit. The pas upon his person.
sengers thus being left in the lurch, put their shoulders to the
Extensive Pleasure Trip—It is in contemplation to send u
wheel, and by dint of great exertion, got the train up the as
cent at which they had happened to be when the adventure well appointed steamer annually, near the end of summer,
occurred. Here a descent commencing, they all got in, and from Greenock or Glasgow, to Alexandria, Joppa and Athens,
without horse-power or steam, or any other agent than the which vessel shall remain about a fortnight or three weeks con
ail-pervading force of gravitation, they were merrily whirled venient to those ports, for the accommodation of such passen
along to Belfield—distance about a mile and a half.—N. C. gers as may o.Ter in Belfast, Liverpool, Gravesend, Dublin,
Brest, Lisbon, Cadiz, Gibraltar, Malta, and other places where
Watchman, Oct. 5.
she may touch for a few hours upon her voyage out and home.
Premium offered.—A premium of five hundred dollars will Economy and convenience being thus united, learned and cu
he paid to the person who shall draft a hill for regulating rious persons may visit various interesting parts of the three
steamboat navigation, which will meet with the approbation of old continents, in a very little more than two months time.
Congress, and pass into a law at their next session. As it is They may pluck the orange, olive, grape and fig in full perl
probable that several drafts may be offered it will be under fiction; examine the rocky fortress of Gibraltar, the statue
stood, that the premium will be awarded to the author of that pillar, pyramid, and mosque. They may bathe in the Jordan
which shall be passed without alterations from the original and the Nile; kneel with the Greek and Catholic at the tomb
draft, or with only such as are slight and unessential. When of their Redeemer; or join the Hebrew patriots who reside
the bill shall become a law, the name of the author of the near Sion, and keep the harvest feasts be loath the branches of
draft will be published, unless he shall prohibit it. If any the willow and the palm—Greenock Adv.
question should arise as to the person entitled to the premium,
There is a report, says a correspondent in the Times, ol a
the matter shall be referred to the honorable James Kent, late
Chancellor of this state, for decision; or if any thing should conspiracy against the life of Nicholas aaving been discovered
prevent him from bearing and determining, the question, the at St. Petersburgh, in which many Poles are unfortunatelv
parties may agree on another umpire. The bills, when pie - implicated. On their ireing arrested, papers have been seized
pared, may be left at the office of the New-York Daily Ad tending to prove them emissaries sent to assassinate the Em
vertiser, from whence they will be forwarded to Congress. peror by the central committee sitting at Paris. It fe added
The name of the individual guaranteeing the payment of the that letters from Lafayette have been found upon their per
premium is left at tlie office of the New-York Daily Adverti sons.—Rust. Rec.
Capture of a Slave Ship—His Majesty's brig Trinculo,
ser, and will be disclosed when occasion may require—Daily
Lieutenant Thompson, acting, has captured near the GalleAdvertiser.
Twenty-seven original compositions, in the handwriting of nas
nas after a chase of four hours, the Spanish schooner Secunda,
Secorro'v, with 307 slaves on board; the schooner was well
Tasso, have recently been discovered at Rome.
manned, having the crews of two other vessels previously cap
One of the largest wool-growers in New South Wales is tured, on board. Mr. Hollingworth, mate of the Trinculo,
Thomas Terry, Esq., whose property is estimated at ,£25,000 who was appointed prize master, has taken the vessel and the
per annum. This individual once ranked as high as Tom fer slaves all well into Sierra Leone, and delivered them up to the
ry, the convict.
proper authorities. Intelligence has been received of another
Commodore David Porter, we understand, is shortly ex slave ship in the same neighborhood being ready to sail, and
pected home, on a visit to his family.
the Trinculo was going in pursuit of her__ Reel. Res
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Consumption__ This distressing complaint, which carries off
refined society; and that the tendency of the theatre is deci
POETRY.
dedly moral.' They hear the language of vice from the stage, so many of our valuable young men annually, it is stated i.i
it is applauded by the wealthy and the fashionable: a strong a well attested case, in a late number of the New England Far
From the Albany Argus.
even of the pollutions of the theatre: mer, has been cured by a very simple remedy, viz: the inhaling
current sets in fav
The following stanzas are selected from a poem to which a ’ what shall they do? They blush; they are ridiculed, they are of the gaseous perfume of the Chloride of Lime.
The person whose case is here referred to, is 25 years old,,
«old medal was awarded at the recent annual examination of pointed at for their squeamishness. 1 heir parents go; their
e
",
,
I brothers got they mav hesitate, they may disapprove, and al- had been much reduced by the disease, his lungs being badl.
the Albany Female Academy.
n!OSt determine not to yield: but their resolution and reluc- ulcerated, and he daily became worse, so that his physicians
tance are at length overcome, and they also go, with as little gave him up for lost. It is supposed that he coughed up two
NATURE.
compunction as to a dinner. Many persons there are who be quarts of matter from liis lungs in 21 hours.
BY MISS LYNCH, OF HARTFORD.
Having seen an account of the experiments in pulmonary
come disgusted with the grossness and immorality of the the
O Naturr! when for us thy forests rise,
atre, and forsake it. A few years ago 1 was in New-York, at complaints, made by Dr. Cotteren, of Paris, with chloride of
Thy rivers How, thy meads and lawns are spread,
a time when the stage was in very low repute. It was so far lime, the friends of this young man had recourse to this sim
Thy ocean rolls, thy mountains kiss the skies,
deserted, that the players were obliged to suspend their per ple remedy, from which the patient found immediate relief,
Thy sun and stars their brightest influence shed,—formances, and went to Charleston to await tile mllux of stran and is now daily regaining health and strength.
The chloride is dissolved in soft water, and then a little vine
Gifted with vision, shall we close our eyes,
gers.
And leave the pages of thy book unread?
But I might fairly call on the advocates of theatres to prove gar put to it, and applied to the nose by a rag, or in any other
No! while the heavens and earth thy works declare,
some of their positions. They insist that the influence of the convenient way.—Nat. Intelligencer.
Still let t.s read and learn, and humbly worship there.
stage is moral: but they do not prove it to be so by any evi
dence. If such were its tendency we should see its good ef
Saltpetre.—Professor Rafinesque, of New-York, in a late
Ascend the mountain top at morning’s birth—
fects. In France the theatres exercise more influence than in number of the New-York Farmer, denounces the use of salt
The ebon hue of night is vanishing,
any other country; but you might as well undertake any other petre in brine intended for the preservation of animal flesh to
The rising sun smiles o’er the ’wakening earth,
impossible task as to find morality proceeding from them. be kept for food. That part of the saltpetre which is absorb
And seems o’er all a magic spell to fling;
Look at the state of the French stage, the character of the ed by the meat, lie says, is nitric acid, or aqua fortis----- a dead
And each glad heart, with mingling joy and mirth,
players, the nature of the most popular dramas, the audiences, ly poison. Animal flesh, previous to the addition of pickle,
Its morning sacrifice of praise doth bring,
and the results. In the theatres of Paris what sentiments are consists of gelatinous and fibrous substances, the former only
To lay upon the shrine of Him, whose voice
expressed and applauded! The worst principles are avowed, possessing a nutritious virtue.’ This gelatine is destroyed by
First hade all nature smile, and earth and heaven rejoice.
profaneness is familiar to the ears of the spectators; and to the chemical action of salt and saltpetre; and, as the professor
morality profaneness is the Upas tree; it kills as far as its ex remarks, the meat becomes as different a substance from wliat
Ascend the mountain top, and gaze around
On the wide field of her immensity;
halations extend.
it should be, as leather is from the raw hide before it is sub
Can speh sources produce good morality? I know of no jected to the process of tanning. He ascribes to the pertii*
Forest and bill and glen the echo sound
play in existence which ought to be perused by St. Paul. I cious effects of the chemical change, all the diseases com
Of life and joy in tuneful revelry.
Methinks the sight would cause the sage profound,
would have the morality of the gospel: I know no other.
mon to mariners and others who subsist principally on saltea
The worshipper of chance, to bend the knee
Activity of Mind in Sleep.—An eminent lawyer once told
meat—such as scurvey, sore gums, decayed teeth, ulcers, &c—
me, that having a difficult ease to argue, after having devised and advises a total abandonment of the use of saltpetre in the
To Him, the eternal ruler of the skies,
Who, from chaotic gloom, bid this fair earth arise,
several different methods for managing it, he dreamt out one making of pickle for beef, pork &c. The best substitute for
at night, which on the following morning he recollected, and
which, he says, is sugar—a small quantity rendering the meat
Far as the ear can hear, the eye can see,
preferred to the others so much that he adopted it in court.
sweeter, more wholesome, and equally as durable. These
Visions of beauty, sounds of sweetness rise;
The imagination is undoubtedly stronger during sleep, than
statements ought to be remembered by farmers, butchers, pack
The voice of songsters breathing melody ;
when we are awake.
ers of sea provisions, purchasers and consumers. They are
The lark ascending to her native skies,
While I lived in Northampton, I was engaged for a time to
of peculiar importance to the latter class—of which some
The murmuring river, hastening to the sen,
supply a winter society, as it is called: that is, an assembly
thousands are connected with our own community__ Nantuch’
Swells to a mimic’ roar, then gently dies—.
meeting for public worship in a part of the town distant from
ct Inquirer.
All send upon the passing breeze their song,
the church. One night I dreamt of preaching to them, and
And echo’s fainter voice the soothing strains prolong.
chose rather a singular text. It was this: “Then answered
the high priest ye know nothing at all.” When I awoke, I
»
*
*
*
*
*
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The Yankee Outdone.—A man in this county, famous
remembered the whole of the sermon, and it was of such a for his money digging propensities, has lately given up bis
Ocean! thou roll’st in majesty sublime,
nature
that
I
determined
to
write
it:
but
being
much
occu

On through thy trackless path, as tiiou hast roll’d
vain pursuit after the enchanted treasures, and turned his at
pied for several days, and having soon begun to forget it, I tention to the more lucrative employment of manufacturing
Throughout all ages, and relentless Time
was
persuaded
that
I
should
not
do
it
justice,
and
gave
it
up.
Upon thy front has left no record scroll’d,
Indian antiquities, such as stone axes, chisels, tomahawks, &c.
Notice of Facts.—A great deal of useful knowledge is lost which have been considered articles of great curiosity in this
\s he hath done on every coast and clime
by inexcusable neglect. We ought to take our note books and section of country. He has a grind-stone propelled by liorsc
Where thy wild waves have wander’d uncontroll’d;
pencils with us wherever we go, and write down every thing power, and it is said is driving a fair business in that line, hav
For none hut He thy raging can command,
we see which we think will he worth remembering. What ing invented several improvements upon the manner of attach
Why holds thy waters in the hollow of his hand.
•we should thus collect would have an advantage over every ing the handles, MG. formerly observed by the unknown abo
,
A
A
*
*
*■
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thing we could find in books: it is real knowledge.
rigines.—Sachet's Harbor Courier.
Day unto day, thou bright and glorious sky,
Plan of Private Education—The following is the plan which
Night unto night, thy wonders nil declare
I would approve for the private education of children. I
The glories of the King enthroned on high;
would select about a dozen youths of steady habits: industri
Anecdote of Marshal Ney.—When Napoleon marched
There is no language, speech or nation, where
ous and moral, who should be under my special care. I would j in the summer of 1800, to bring back victory to the eagles of
Tby voice is silent—Earth dotli magnify
say to their parents, as General Kutusoff said to the Emperor ! France, a division of his army, as it hastened to the scene of
And tell how great His wondrous workings are,
of Russia, when appointed by him to take command of the ' action, halted within sight of the little town of Sarre-Louis,
Who through all worlds, all space; all nature reigns,
troops against. Bonaparte: “Your majesty will not appear in I on the borders of German Loraine, and the general who led
Whose word created, and whose power maintains.
the army yourself!” I would have all the superintendence of I it, pointing with his sword, said with emotion, “ Gentlemen
mrj •—» irm jr
*»>i«nMr<BygBWWW—pwb—b
them. The children should be placed where they could have j and fellow soldiers, this is my birth place; I am the son of a
no intercourse with vieious persons, unless under the eye of ' cooper, and thirteen years ago, on the spot where I now stand,
MISCELLANY.
their instructors. They should not be excluded from the I parted in tears with my father and mother, to become a sol
woi Id, hut be from time to time permitted to mingle with
Re marks or Du. Dwight.—Mr. Theodore Dwight, jun. well-bred, respectable company. When at the age of fifteen, dier; I bid you welcome to my native town.” This leader
has published from his short hand notes a volume of the re or thereabouts, they should travel, accompanied by some pro was the celebrated Marshal Ney.—Athcnccum.
marks which Prc-ident Dwight, of Yale College, made upon per person, and be obliged to note down every thing they saw
the discussions which were held twice a Week by the senior or heard worthy of remembrance. So many hours should be
THE OBSERVER
class, in lbl.’j and 1814. We have made some miscellaneous j set apart for study, and so many for exercise which should not
IS PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY AT
extracts -—S. S. Journal.
1 be infringed upon. 1 would carefully instil into their minds
GAMBIER, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
Atheistical Expressions.—It is very common to hear persons that all 1 did was intended for their good, and would render
. this expression: “put an end to existence,” instead of myself as agreeable to them as possible. All the useful
.ilk” It was introduced by the atheists in France, as was ! branches of knowledge I would teach them in due season, TERMS.— Two Hollars per annum, if paid in advance, and
tlie custom of calling men “beings” instead of “creatures. i while botany and mineralogy should be made part of their
Two Hollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months.
They were used to avoid the admission of a Creator’s exist recreation in their leisure hours.
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
ence, and to imply that there is no future state.
Female Education__ It is owing to the innate good sense of
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, except
Cure for Laziness.—The Dutch had the best contrivance for the women of this country, that they are not absolute idiots.
at the option of the publishers.
the treatment of pauperism I have heard of. They took a I would not give three groats to have a daughter of mine go
man and set him to work, if he was able. If lie would not to many of the schools in the country. Observe the state of Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued, are re
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days previous
work, they gave him several warnings. If these were inef our schools for females,' and compare them with the colleges
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, other
fectual, they put him into a cistern and let in a sluice of wa for males. The seminaries for females are no better than hired
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
ter. It came in just so fast, that by briskly plying a pump, school -rooms, and how disproportioned are the benefits of in*„* All communications relative to this paper,must he di
with which the cistern was furnished, he could keep himself structinn offered in the two plans of instruction! Yet under
rected to the E i)ito it, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
from drowning. This is the best, contrivance for the cure of all these advantages in the one case, and disadvantages in the
LIST OF AGENTS.
laziness ever found; and if I were a king
ing I would establish it other, we are comparing
comparing the abilities of the sexes. The end
Rev. JOHN L. BRYAN,....... .............. Boardman,Trumbull Co. Ohio.
everywhere.
kept in view in our institutions for the education of males, is CoL
HUBBARD,.................................. Ashtabula,
Beggars.—Another fact is to be noticed which increases the to make them useful: ip that of females, to make them ad Rev. AbVA SANFORD,.......... .. ....... Medina, Medina Co.
number of paupers in England. An enormous multitude of mired. Men will pay any thing to have their daughters Rev. WM. PRESTON.......................... Columbus,
BEATTY,........................... Steubenville,
poor from the continent flock to London. In this country we taught to manage their feet in dancing, to daub over a few GEORGE
Rev. J. P. BAUSMAN........................ Norwalk,
have only one beggar to three or four hundred inhabitants; in pictures &c. to be admired by a few silly young men. I can D. H. BUELL,..................................... Marietta,
JOSIAH BARBER ............................. Clcaveland,
England there is one to fourteen. By “beggar” here I mean not speak on this subject without indignation.
SYLVESTER P. ALDERMAN..........Windsor,
one who is supported by others. In Hatfield, Massachusetts,
In spite of all the disadvantages under which they suffer, J. W. SCHUCKERS, ...........................WOoster,
are none; in Northampton four; and in Cornwall, Connecti females have not only become good, (which they have done WM. H. MARSHON................ „....... Dayton,
cut, there never was one.
oftener than men,) but great. Elizabeth was better than any MADDOX FISHER, P. M................. Springfield, Clark Co.
Dr. ASA COLEMAN.......................... Troy, Miami Co.
.Exposition—I took up_ . the
. practice of expounding
.
„ the other sovereign that ever sat on the English throne, except ROFF & YOUNG,............................... Cincinnati,
Scriptures when I was minister of a parish. I never was I Alfred the Great. Catharine of Russia, though in some re Rev. DEXTER POTTER,.......... -..... Portsmouth,
thanked so much for any other sermons as for those. For this spects bad, was better than the other monarchs of that country. Rev. J. T. WHEAT......... ............... Marietta,
R. V. ROGERS, ........................... Circleville
reason I think it is necessary to explain the plainer truths of Margaret of Denmark was gTeat. Women on thrones have Rev.
ROWLAND CLAPP,.......................... Cuyahoga Falls,
the Scripture, as well as the more intricate.
generally excelled men in that station. What a miserable WILLIAM HUNT,.’......................... .Urbana®
The Theatre.'Wc know that persons of fashion are fascina collection of kings have sat upon the thrones of England, J cN HANFORD ............................. Middlebury,
SOLOMON SMITH,............................. Delaware,
«
ted with pleasure, and suffer themselves to be misled far from France, Spain, and other countries of Europe ! It has been WM. M. BLACKFORD,..................... Frcdericksburgh, Va.
duty by the current of the world. The influence of example said that Elizabeth’s character is due to the wisdom of her JAMES ENTWISLE........................... Alexandria, D. C.
has been exerted upon them: they are assured by their friends, ministers. Their wisdom only shows that she had sagacity CHAS. WILTBERGER,...................... Wallington, D. C.
GEORGE W . JEWETT,.................... Ann Arbour, Michigan Te»,
perhaps by their parents, that there is no breach of propriety enough to choose such ministers. In literature women can Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN.......................... Monroe,
“
in listening to corrupt expressions or vicious sentiments; they appear to great advantage. No writer has equalled Mrs. More C. GRISWOLD,............................. . Utica, New-York.
CHARLES S. XOUNG...,......................St. John,New-Brun«wicfc.
are told that such a practice is compatible with respectable, on the subjects she has handled.
• ROBERT JONES......... . ..................... Crawfordsville, Indiana.

